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SCOPE AND CONTENTS:

This thesis studies the velocity dependence of the

transient magnetic field that is experienced by ions while

slowing down in polarized ferromagnetic materials. Thick

targets of Fe80Rh20 , Fe70Pd30 , and Fe85Pt15 alloys were bom

barded by 5 to 10 Mev alpha particle, 35 Mev 160 , and 20

Mev l2c beams from the McMaster Tandem van de Graaff accelera-

tor. The precession angles of Coulomb-excited rhodium,

palladium and platinum nuclei that recoil and stop in the

ferromagnetic target were measured using the technique of

perturbed angular distributions following Coulomb excitation.

The singles mode, in which gamma ray events are accepted irres-

pective of projectile scattering angle, was employed. A de

tailed theoretical analysis was developed to indicate how the

double average over projectile scattering angle and energy

required in a thick target singles experiment would modify the

observed rotation angle. Calculations were carried out usi~g

the Coulomb excitation theory of Alder et al and the transient
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field theory of Lindhard and Winther. The doubly-averaged

transient field contribution to the rotation angle was found,

in general, to be somewhat smaller than the transient field

contribution before averaging, but the difference was not

large for tre cases of interest.

The data analysis permitted the separation of transient

and average static rotations. The transient rotation as a

function of initial recoil velocity was shown to be adequately

described within experimental error by the Lindhard and Winther

theory in both low and high velocity regimes. The average

static field was seen to vary with the choice of projectile,

but was not noticeably affected by changing the target coolant

from water to liquid nitrogen.

Indirect feeding of a nuclear state, by Coulomb excita

tion of a higher-energy state and subsequent decay to the

state of interest, was found to modify the observed precession

angle of the state. The theory of this effect was developed

for both singles and backscatter coincidence experiments;

indirect feeding corrections were applied to the 295 kev state

in 103Rh and the 211 kev state in 195pt • The g-factor of

the 211 kev state in 195pt was measured to be .164(66).
. 104 108The g factors of the first 2+ states ~n Pd, Pd, and

110pd were measured from the average of 6, 7 and 8 Mev alpha

particle bombardments of a Fe70Pd30 target. The analysis

assumed that (1) the transient field rotation was negligible
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at these bombarding energies and (2) the 9 factors of the 2+

states were not very different from the g factor of the first 2+

state in 106pd , which had been measured using a radioactive

source. The results were (104pd)92+ = .479(91), (108pd)g2+ =
110.396(46), ( Pd)g2+ = .389(36).
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic moment measurements for ground and excited

states of nuclei are important because comparison of magnetic

moments with theoretical predictions provides a test of nuclear

models.

A wide variety of techniques has been developed for

measuring magnetic moments of excited states of nuclei. All

methods of measurement employ the fact that, in the presence

of a magnetic field ~, the interaction of the moment u with the

field ~ produces an interaction energy ~.~ and a torque on the

nucleus ~ = ~x~. ~ is related to the nuclear spin I by

~= g~N! where ~N is the nuclear magneton and the proportiona

lity constant g is known as the nuclear g-factor. A technique

such as recoilless resonance absorption (Mossbauer effect)

measures the hyperfine interaction energy ~.~ directly. The

method used in this thesis,perturbed angular distributions fol

lowing Coulomb excitation (Chapter 2), makes use of the fact

that when H has a fixed direction in space, the torque exerted

on the nucleus causes the nucleus to precess with constant

angular velocity w (for constant H) about the direction of the
g~NH

field H. The angular frequency w is given by w = -~
(independent of magnetic substate quantum number) where H is the
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magnitude of the perturbing field, and ~N and ~ are the

nuclear magneton and Planck's constant/2~ respectively.

The technique used in this thesis is a particular appli

cation of the general method of perturbed angular correlations.

The usefulness of perturbed angular correlations is based on the

fact that the precession of the nucleus while in the excited

state causes a rotation of the angular distribution pattern of

de-excitation gamma rays from that state. When this angular

distribution pattern is anisotropic, the nuclear precession can

be detected as a change in gamma ray count-rate at a particular

angle. If, as in the experiments described herein, the detection

method is only sensitive to rotation angles occurring during

time intervals that are long compared to the mean life of the

decaying excited state, then the observed time-averaged rota

tion angle is equal to WT where T is the mean life of the ex

cited state.
~N

Since WT = - ~ (gHT), a measurement of WT constitutes

a measurement of the product gHT. To extract the magnetic

moment by measuring the nuclear g-factor, g, it is necessary

to know the values of Hand T from independent measurements.

Mean lives can be measured in a variety of ways; the

process used depends upon the order of magnitude of the mean-life.

For the mean lives of 1-200 picoseconds considered in this thesis,

the Doppler shift method and the "plunger" technique are useful.

In addition, a measurement of the "upgoing" transition probability
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in Coulomb excitation of a nuclear level provides a measurement

of the E2 mean life of the level because the Coulomb excitation

probability is directly related to the probability of decay of

the level by an E2 transition. For a state which can decay only

in E2 mode, this constitutps a measurement of the total mean

life; for states which decay by an E2/Ml admixture, the total

mean life can be deduced if the E2/Ml mixing ratio has been

measured.

The perturbed angular correlation method was first
B4

described by Brady and Deutsch and was first successfully

applied in 1951 by Aeppli et al.A3 to the 247 kev 85 nanosecond

state of lllCd. The applicability of the te~hnique depends upon

the mean life of the nuclear state. If the mean life is too

long, then even in the absence of an external field, internal

fields acting on the nuclei cause transitions between magnetic

substates in such a manner as to make the substate populations

more equal; this tends to destroy the anisotropy of the angula~

distribution.

For short mean lives, the converse problem presents it-

self; the value of the perturbing field H must be large enough

to produce an observable rotation angle (WT > 10-3 radians).

External fields of tens of kilogauss can be used for states with

nanosecond mean lives; however, many nuclear states have

mean lives as short as 10-12 seconds. The required perturbing

field (hundreds of kilogauss) far exceeded any external magnetic
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field available in the laboratory in the mid 1950·s.

The scope of the technique was extended upon the discovery

of the large hyperfine field acting on dilute non-magnetic impuri-'

ties imbedded in ferromagnetic iron (Grace (1955), - paramagnetic im

purities 1 Sam~lov (1959) - diamagnetic impurities.

While this field has a constant direction within a ferromagnetic

domain, in an unmagnetized sample the domains are randomly

oriented. Most of the domains can be aligned by placing the

sample in an external field of,a few kilogauss. By studying

the nucleus of interest as a dilute impurity in magnetized iron,

using the aligned internal hyperfine field as the perturbing

field, rotation angles have been measured for states with mean
-12lives as short as 2xlO seconds.

Hyperfine fields can be measured in a variety of ways.

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear specific heat

measurements require macroscopic amounts of material and are most

useful for measurements on nuclea~ ground states whose magnetic

moments have been measured in independent experiments. NMR

measures the magnetic field on nuclei near or in the domain

walls, while the remaining techniques sample the hyperfine

field throughout the material. For measurements on excited

states, Mossbauer effect and perturbed angular correlations must

be used. In almost all cases for non-isomeric states, Mossbauer

experiments require that the substate splittings be greater

than the natural line widths and that the recoilless fraction

be large enough to be usefu11 these requirements make the












































































































































































































































































































































































































